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PRACTICAL THEOLOGY 

HORNE, HERMAN HARRELL. Jesus - Our Standard. New York: Abingdon 
Press, I918. 307 pages. $1.25. 

The dedication, "To the Boys' Work Secretaries of the Young Men's Christian 
Associations of the United States and Canada, my friends, who follow and teach 
Jesus as Standard," gives the cue to Mr. Horne's purpose. The Canadian Standard 
Efficiency Tests for Boys were published in 1912. Three years later the author gave a 
series of lectures to connect the life of Jesus with these standards for charting a lad's 
life. This book is the outgrowth of that preliminary draft. The underlying idea is 
that "Jesus is our standard, both personal and social." The animus of Mr. Home is 
not unlike that which prompted Thomas Hughes forty years ago when he wrote The 
Manliness of Christ. However, one cannot escape the feeling that what really has 
been done is to chart the life of Jesus according to standards already developed rather 
than to develop standards from an independent study of Jesus' life. 

A sentence from the Preface at once explains the relation of the discussion to the 
Standard Tests and also gives the general outline for the treatise: "The now well- 
known 'fourfold development'- intellectual, physical, religious, and social (Luke 2: 52) 
- is here broadened into five through giving independent recognition to the emotional 
element and by making the religious or spiritual an encircling test covering all the 
others." Mr.~Home disclaims any historical, theological, or critical attempts; his 
aim is rather to "present the Jesus of the Gospels as our human standard." In doing 
this he uses all parts of the four Gospels with equal freedom. This is seen in his use of 
John 8:1-11, concerning which he adds, "This story is omitted by most of the ancient 
authorities, and given variously by those who report it, but it is true to the ability and 

spirit of Jesus." 
Withal, these studies cannot fail to be of use to the group to which they are 

dedicated, for making the life of Jesus vital and commanding to the early adolescent. 
They are developed with the painstaking care, the clearness, and the fine fervor which 
characterize all of the author's work. F. G. W. 

COPE, HENRY FREDERICK. Religious Education in the Church. New York: 

Scribner, 1918. viii+ 274 pages. $1.25. 
Here is a readable book, perhaps the author's knitting-work, whether at home or 

abroad, and therefore smacking of both the library and the field. The twenty-two 
short chapters are strung together in a fashion which does not appear as one sits down 
to the Table of Contents, but a perusal of the text reveals three, or say four, separate, 
well-related parts. 

Chapters i-iv state the problem and the principles governing its solution. The 
problem of the church, "out in the hurried, tossing stream of human affairs," is like 
that of all social institutions, namely, the readjustment that comes only through 
finding out what is her specialty and then sticking to it. This specialty becomes clear 
as one views "all church work under the educational aim and function." Religious 
education includes all that is involved in the process of "training man as the child of 
God for the family of God "; it proceeds, as far as may be, in accordance with "scientific 
knowledge of the processes of human consciousness, of knowledge, reasoning, will, and 
action"; these laws are steadily being more fully discovered. 
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